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Tamadoge (TAMA), one of the most exciting and newest play-and-earn meme crypto projects is
attracting high purchase volume during its beta pre-sale that launched on July 22.

 

In the last 24 hours, new members of #TamadogeArmy started investing at a rate of 1,000 USDT per
minute, with funds raised today accelerating from $700,000 to over $1 million.

 

First, What is Tamadoge (TAMA)?
Simply put, Tamadoge looks to become the best meme coin on the market, harnessing the power of
the ‘Doge’ aesthetic to create an engaged community.

 

The Tamadoge Twitter handle bills TAMA as a deflationary meme coin with utility. It is a meme coin
that incorporates elements from the play-to-earn (P2E), NFT, and Metaverse sectors. The project
centers on 3D-animated Tamadoge pets, which players can collect, train and battle. Every Tamadoge
pet is tokenized in the form of an NFT for easy buying and selling.

 

Each Tamadoge pet starts life as a basic variant. However, players can train their pets by providing
items such as food, toys and toiletries. As Tamadoge pets are upgraded, players are rewarded with
Tamadoge points, which improves their ranking on the leaderboard. The higher a player’s ranking,
the larger the share of the reward pool they are entitled to.

 

Each pet has a place in the Tamaverse (a Metaverse world). In this world, players can view their
pets and interact with each other, helping the project to create a strong, engaged community.
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Tamadoge, however, is the first company to adopt the Doge meme and offer a low capped supply
with a token burn on transactions in its Tamadoge store – a way to reduce the supply of TAMA
tokens over time. Transactions are also tax-free.

 

Where Can You Buy Tamadoge?
You can buy Tamadoge (TAMA) at buy.tamadoge.io with ETH, USDT or a debit / credit card using
popular fiat currency on-ramp Transak.

 

After reaching the hard cap of 2 million USDT for the beta pre-sale, or September 2 (whichever
comes first), the $0.01 beta sale price will increase by 25% to $0.0125. The current rate is an early
bird discount, during which buyers will be able to pick up their TAMA tokens after the full pre-sale
ends.

 

The entire pre-sale has a hard cap of $10 million and ends in Q4 2022. Follow the Telegram group
t.me/TamadogeOfficial with 20,000 members (admins will not DM you first, beware of scams in
crypto Telegram groups) for announcements.

 

Bitcoin rallied to about $24,000, while Ethereum led the way – reaching the $1,800 level earlier
today – seemingly increasing investor confidence in more risky assets like altcoins.

 

The total crypto market cap now stands at more than $1.1 trillion along with the S&P 500 – which
Bitcoin has been increasingly correlated too – erasing all losses since June and trading back above
4,100.

 

Pre-sales also tend to perform well for early buyers regardless of cryptocurrency market conditions.
While Tamadoge is still in the early stages of its lifecycle, the project has already begun to gain solid
community support from its private sales – as evidenced by the 10,000+ members in the official
Telegram group. If this support continues to grow, there is no doubt that TAMA could be one of the
most exciting crypto projects of the year.
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